After Four Years
We Are Finally Escaping

LEFT: Jim White ponders and asked himself, "Now did I do this right?"

RIGHT: Darren Caudill asks Ken Niederbaumer "Do you really think they're going to make us stay in here all day?"
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This Ain’t No Jive

LEFT: Troy Asman discovers another law of Physics.
ABOVE: Nick Barrows gets the crowd in an uproar during a pep assembly when he tells the Harrison Wildcats to get out of town.

We’re About To Fly From Our Beehive
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Some Work . . . Some Play

Senior Tim McCarthy relaxes after a tough football practice.

Seniors Rob Watson and Theresa Laine take time out to ask Mr. Teurtscher for assistance before a test.
Checkmate . . .

Señorita

Jeanette Paredes says, "Hola, de Argentina!"

Michelle Green contemplates the best strategy to checkmate John Mandershied.
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Graduate? Are You Kidding?

Terry Bevis gives the impression of being deep in thought, but we really know the truth.

Christy Raabe and Kelly Deerwester question a specific point while Joe Michaels double checks everything.
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We All Walk Tall

LEFT: Jeff Runck checks his piccolo before the start of the Harvest Home Parade.
ABOVE: John Manderschied watches Nick Barrows clown for the photographer.
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United We Stand . . . Divided We Fall

John Manderschied and J.J. Clark shuffle away during the pep assembly.

Mr. Haag watches Dana Stubblefield and his mother Francia sign his agreement to Kansas State.
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